
Accreditation Pack

What is PlayOn?

Founded on firm principles of inclusiveness, PlayOn is a thriving nationwide initiative born of the
need to support New Zealanders to continue participating in mainstream activities without
discrimination.

Open to participation by all, PlayOn’s vision is to encourage, coach and lead future generations
through the activities they love, where local professionals, experts, administrators, volunteers and
kids come together to stay connected and involved, to  play and excel.

Why become a PlayOn Accredited Organisation?

PlayOn is here to keep all New Zealanders playing sports and enjoying cultural or creative pursuits.

This all-inclusive initiative was born from a need to provide a sector of the community with the
opportunities to enjoy activities they may no longer be permitted to access. Here at PlayOn -
everyone is welcome.

A burgeoning group of passionate volunteers has created this national network of like-minded
people, setting up the PlayOn system to link players with providers and to enable more play for more
people. The PlayOn community is growing fast. We can provide you with exposure to people who
love the activities and services you offer. PlayOn is also committed to assisting organisations and
venues to use creative solutions to continue to provide services that are within the Covid-Protection
Framework for everyone.

Will everyone have to sign up to PlayOn?

No, your customer database is your own. PlayOn can provide additional support for you to build
your database, and allows you to be part of a community of inclusive activity providers. We can
also provide marketing opportunities to targeted,  segmented lists from our database.



What happens if I’m accepted as a PlayOn Accredited Organisation?

We will add your group to the Accredited Organisation list on our website and give you an
opportunity to advertise any upcoming activities to our extensive PlayOn database.

You will be added to the PlayOn Accredited Organisations group as a provider and we will be
able to keep in touch with you, including providing helpful information to assist you in delivering
activities in this challenging environment.

You will also be able to contact us if you need help delivering your activities, or if there are local
resources we can connect you with. We can’t promise to help everyone, but we’ll assist wherever
we possibly can.

Is there a cost to becoming an Accredited Organisation?

No, it is free to join. In line with our values we want to make the PlayOn initiative as accessible as
possible, however, depending on the growth and administrative requirements, there may be a future
cost to keep the initiative going. PlayOn is a not-for-profit initiative setup simply to allow more people
to play more often.

What do I have to do to apply to become Accredited?

Submit a PlayOn Accredited Provider request form and agree to our Code of Conduct and that’s it!

https://form.jotform.com/220722450432040

